
1. Let S be a set of all distinct numbers of the

form P , where p, e e 11,2, g, 4, 5,61. What is
o

- the car'dinality of the set S ?

(a) 2l

,/ff ,,
(c) 32

(d) 36.

2. Ifc> 0 and4a + c<Zb,thena:r2-bx+ c=0
has a root in which one of the following

intervals ?

V tal (0,2)

(b) (2,3)

(c) (3,4)

(d) (- 2, o)

If A = {x e B : x2 + 6x- 7 < 0} and

B = {x eB : x2 + 9x + 14 > 0}, then which of the
following is/are correct ?

1. AnB-{xeB:-2<x<1}
2. A\B={xe l:-7 <x<-2}
Select the cor:rect answer using the code given
below:

(a) l only

G) 2 onlY '
\y'd Both l and 2

(d) Neither l nor 2

If A is a sguare matrix of order 3 and

det A = 5, then what is aet I(ZA)-11 equal to ?

(a) tlto ,

(b) zls

Vd Bld

{al rlto

ADN-S.SND

\

(2-A)

a./ wt ati, 10100 * ,2ffi * 1300 equal to, where u, isv 
the cube root ofunity ?

(a) 1

(b) Sco

(c) 3tl2 '

0.

G) lzl=2o

(c) z=L-i

,/ru, lzl=1

7. What is [x

f+cl

;l
c.l

g+

a

v z] h
g

h

b

f-
equal to ?

(a) lax+hy+gz h+b+f

ax+hy + gz

(c) hx+by+ft
gx +fy + ez,

y'tal [ax+hy+gz hx+by+fz gx+fy+czl

Jyo

If n"['- 1.l = 0, where z = x + iy is a
\z +L)

complex number, then which one of the

following is correct ?

(a) z=L+i



'-.//
8./ Ofi of 15 points in a plane, n pofults are in the

/ same straight line. 445 triangles can be

formed by joining these points. What is the

value of n ?

t{"r 3

(b) 4

@, ,,
(d) 6

rr z = f6*1)'' , (Js ,'1'*rr z = lT- r) + lz-z) '

what is the imaginary part of z equal @ ?

ylta) o :-:^

then

10, If both the roots of the equation

*2 - 2lo+ k2 - 4 = olie between - B and E,

then which one of the following is correct ?

(y. -2 <k<2 '
(b) -5<k<3
(c) -3<k<5 P

v G) -1<k<3

11. What is the number of distinct solutions

of the equation z2 + lzl - 0 (where z ia a

complex number) ?

(a) One

G) Twoo,

V1") llrree

(d) Five

ADN.S.SND

(b)

(c)

(d)

i

(4-A )

t2

O,9'

P

How metry geometric

possible, containing 2?, 8
its/their ter:ms ?

progressions isy'

and 12 as three

18. Let R be a relation from A = [1,

B = {1, 3, 6} such that
2, E, 4l to

R = {(a, b) : a <b, where ae A andb e B}.

What is RoR-l equal to ?

(a) {(1, 3), (L,5), (2,3}, (2, 5), (8, 5), tl, s)}

\b)t [(3, 1), (5, 1), (3, 2), (5,2), (5, 3), (6, 4)]

,/rl {(3,3), (8,5), (5,3), (5,5)} f- 
,u, rtj, gl,(8,4), (4, b)l

L4. A five-digit uumber drvrsjb\ by 3 is to be

for,med using the digiLB 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 without
repetit[on of digits. What is the number of
ways this can be done ?

fiot eo

(b) 48 D
(c) 32

4,t
ft)

,rcn

u'cu

u'cn

u'cu

I\
(c)

(d)



Consider the foll,owing for the nert three (03)

items that follow :
Let 4,:, y, z,b be in AP, where x + y + z = 15.Lel
a, p, q, r, b be in HP, where p-1+ q 1 + t-l = 5/3.

(d) 6

l?. What is the value af xyz ?

/ (a) L20v 
Vry ,ou

@90
(d) Cannot be determined

I.V, What is the value of pqr ?
i (a) as/z+e

(b) 8/35

g/ z+a/ss,
(d) Cannot be deterrnined

Consider the following for the nert two (02)
itetne tha.t follout :

The sixth term of an AP is 2 and its comrnon
difference is greater than 1.

19. What is the common differenee of the AP so
that the product of the fust, fourth and fifth
terms is greatest ?

J"t e/s

(b) e/5

(c) 2

(d) 1Ll5

20. What is the frrst term of the AP so
product of the frrst, fourth and fifth
greatest ?

(a) -4
Jrul - 6

(c) -8
(d) - 10

ADN.S-SND
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terms is
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Considar the follou:ing for the next
iterns that folLow :

LetaxS+bx2+o<+d=

x+l 2x

2x+3 x+1

2-x 3x+4

then

21. What is the value of c ?

two (O2)

3x

x

5x-1

(d)

-1
34

35

50

n/1es- on"
(b) Two

(c) Three

(d) Infinitely many

n+

24. What is the largesf interior angle of the
Polygon ?

J9. 160'onlv

61 195'only

(c) Either 160o or 195o

(d) Neither 160o nor 1950

'$f{a)

0lb)
V")

22. What is the value of
(a) 62

v/bl 63

(c) 65

(d) 68

a+b+c+d?

Coneid.er the following for the nert two (02)
items thot fallow :
The interior angles of a polygon of n sides are in AP.
The smallest angle is L2Oo and the common
difference is 5u.

28. How many possible values can n have ?

(6-A)



[t ol [o rl
Ifm=l landn=l l,thenwhat

Lo 1l L- 1 o.l

is the value of the determinant of

mcos0-nsin0?
(a) -1
ft)0

J,% ,,
(d) 2

loosx -sinx
IIf flx) = lsin x @s x

[o o

the following are correct ?

1. f(0) x flS) = f(0 + 0).

:l
,j

then which of

27-

2. The value of the determinant of the
matrix f(0) x f(0) is 1.

3. The determinant of (x) is an even
function.

Select the comect €rnswer ushg the code given
below:

(a) L artd? only -

(b) 2andSonly

(c) landSonly

,/y 1,2 and 3

Which of the following are comect in respect
of the system of equations x + ! * z = 8,
x-y + 2z = 6 and 3x-y + 5z =k?
1. Ttrey have no solution, if k = 15.

.2. They have infinitely many solutions, if
k=20.

A. Ihey have unique solufion, if k = 25.

Select the correct a.nswer using the code given
below:

J* land2only
(b) 2and3only
(c) 1 and 3 only r
(d) 7,2 and'3

ADN-S.SND (8-A)

tr -11 I 2 Bl
If A= I landB= I l.thenlz sl [- r -z)
which of the following islare correct ?

1. AB (A-18-1) is a unit matrix.

z. (AB) -1 = A-18-1.

Select the correct answer using the code Siven

below:

(a) l oniy

G) 2 only'

(c) Both 1 and 2

V(d) Neither 1 nor 2

,, "'"(;) . ,tn{a)z. ,'"(;) = y4tovfor any

x ) 1, y > 1 and z 2 7, then which one of the

followiag is conect ?

(a) ln y is ttre GM of ln x,ln x,ln x aid,ln z

y(b) lnyis the AM of lnx,lnx,lruxand.ln z.

(c) ln y is the HM of ln x,ln x,ln * and ln z

(d) ln y is the AM of ln 4ln x,In z andln.z

30. If the number 235 in decimal system is

converted into binary system, then what is the

rgsulting number ?

(a) (11110011)z

t/o, (11101011)2 B(/
(c) (111101m)2

(d) (11011011)2



Considcr the follnwing for the next two (02)

item.s thot follow :

Let a and B be the roots ofthe equation

*2 -(!-z^21** t1-j!fl =0. 
. vu "O-f **

31. Under what condition does the above equation

have real roots ?

(a) 
-

{
(b)

(c)

,la-< -2
q7

a-> -2

u'< I
2

^'> 
L
2

11
7* p'

A

<1?

2a<

2a>

1

,
1

i

L

(d 2100

ft) 2L20

$).;"no(d) 3331

{_* {ss v.6"

32. Under whht condition is

(c) 
^2 

r7

(d) *. (*,*) **

33. What is ./t=* 
(o' 

equal to, where to is the cube
11 1+cr

34. ' In an ex4minatiorr, '7O4o students passed in
Physics, 807o students passed in Chemistry,
75% students passed in Mathematics and
85?o students passed in Biology, and. yVo

students failed in all the four subjects. What is
the minimumvalue of x ?

(a) 10 .

(b) t2

15

None of the above

the following for the next two (O2)

items tha,t follnw:
For the system of linear equations 2x + 3y + $z = 9,
7x + 3y -22 =8 and 2x + 3y + Xz = &

35. Under what condition does the above system

of equations have infinitely many solutions ? ,.

(a) l,=5andpl9

L/(b)-,-1.=5andp=9
(c) L=9andF=5 '
(d) l.=9andp*5

36. Under what condition does the above system
of equations have unique solutions ?

(a) l"=5andp=9
(b) tr,+5andP=7only

,,1"1- - t' * 5 and p has arty real value

(d) I has any real value and p * I

37. What is the number of odd integers betrryeen

1000 and 9999 \ rith no digit repeated ?

v^a

(d) jo, where i = ,!j

ADN-S.SND (10-A)



S8. What is the greatest value
positive integer n satisfying the
,111 1^1lr;t-+-+...+.7-- <2- '

24 8'2e'1 1000

42. If x = sin 70o. sin 50o and
y = cos 60o . cos 80o, then what is xy equal to ?

ty'il tlrc
(b) tls

tl+

rl2

cos 01 + cos 02 + cos 0g + cos 0a ?

(a) I
(b) e

,Ac) t0
(W 11

\
Considcr the follawing

v{t .*,71rf r.fs. _a
for th.e "L,ffitf,

of the
condition

?

(a) tlz
ft)1

vG 2 -t'
(d) 4\

40. If p,2,2m
of B.E'f,/LD
(b) 2'
(c) 4'
(d) 6

items that follow :

2x2+3x-(r,=0 has roots -2 and B whilethe
equation *2 - B-" * 2-2 ='O has both roo.ts
positive, where ra > 0 and B > 0.

39. What is the vatue of o ? 2t311. '.l1 rO

zC'r) ' $ -d'zo
/z>

ire in GP, then what is the value

Lp>t9

11. sin A + 2 sin 2A + sin BA is equal to which of
ttre following ?

{t. 4sin2A.o.'[4']
\2)

2 sin 2A (,**. -.*)'

8 sin A.or A.or, (+)
Select the correct answer ssing the code given
below:

go
G)1
(c) 2

(d) 4

1

2

11
-+-2' 2J2

11
2 zJz

ft)

(c)

J,

h
(c)

(d)

*2-f*12
*2*y2*12

,/
46. ,X x cos 0 + y sin 0 = z, then what is the value
../ of (x sin 0 - y cos 0)2 ?

t/y ,2 +f -,2-
(b) *2 -y2 - 12

(12-A)



46.

47.

What is the value of cos (2 cos-1 0.g) ?

(a) 0'81

G) 0.56

0'48

The top of a hill when obsered from the top

and bottom of a building of height h is at
angles of elevation p and q respectively. What
is the height of the hill ?

hotq
mtq-ootp

hcotp
mtp-cotq

(a)

(d) 2h tan q
tanq-tanp

i
If sin ,r" - trl- t , then whatis thevatsirof

sin 81'?

- -
Js+Js *./s-Js

l-l-

r/3+J5 +{5+JE

,'./a+Js -r/s-Js

G)

(c)

(d)

ADN.S-SND
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(14-A)

A moving boat is observed from the top of a
cliff of 150 m height. The angle of depression
of the boat changes from 60' to 45o in
2 minutes. What is the speed of the boat in
metres per hour ?

/ \ 4500(a) --'----
J3

4500.6

a500(J3 + 1)

What is

(c)

(d)
J5

1 - tan 2" at 62"
equal to ?

tar^]^i2'- cot 88o

{ur
(a)

(c)

(d)

J5,
-J5
Ji -t
t- J'

51. An equilateral triangle has one vertex at (0, 0)

and another at (3, .,6 ). What dre the

coord.inates of the third vertex ?

(a) (o,zJi ) only r

(3, -JE ) only

@,2J8 ) or (!, -tEt
(d) Neither (0, 2 Jd ) not (3, -Jd i

What is the equation of the right bisector
the line segment joining (1, 1) and (2,9)?
,gKd 2x+4y-11=0
(b) 2x-4y-5=0
(c) 2x-4y-11=0
(d) x-y+1=0 '

of62.

/



(a) 8

ft)e
,r/r:) , to

ldy 11

\
Csnsider the follawing

,f%*-i

What is the greatest value of the
positive integer n satisffing the condition

t*1*1*1*...*l.z- L 
?2482g+r1000

ttit\. If x = sin 70o . sin 50o and

y = cos 60o . cos 80o, then what is xy equal to ?

ty'a tlrc
(b) la

then what is the value of
cos 01 + cos 02 + cos 0g + cos 0a ?

,/g *2 *y2 -r2-
(b) *2 -y2 -r2
(c) *2 -f * 12

(d) *2*y2*rz

(a) tlz
ft)1

v6 z-"
(d) 4\

dre in GP, then what is the value

LrL.u 
,i_ h 

*

@

go
G)1
(c) 2

(d) 4

What is the value of

[, 
. *'fi) (,. *.T) ('. *us#) ('-.",T) ,

ft)

(c)

ly
,/

45. ,fi x cos 0 + y sin 0 = z, then what is the value

-/ of (xsin 0 - y cos 0)2 ?

/t>

(a) 1

i
11
-f-2' zJz

11
2 zJz

1r
8

(a) land2only
G) 2andSonly

,/rYrand 3 only
(6 1,2 and 3

ADN-S.SND

h

for the "*i rW\rY,
items that follaw:
t,.2+3x-cr=0 has roots -2 and, p whilethe
equation "2 - 

gm" + Zm2 j"0 has both roots

positive, where g> 0 and p > 0.

39. what is the value of cr ? 7t1lt4 * O

ztq) ' 64'0

2m

?

o
a

4L. sin A + 2 sin 2A + sin 3A is equal to which of
the following ?

{t. 4 sin 2A."J f+)\2)
z. 2 sin 24 (^,- A ^-- A)2

[.*, + @rr.,l

J, 8 sin A.r- A *.' (+)
Select the correct answer using the code given
below :

(12- A)



47.

#. What is the value of cos (Z cos-l 0.8) ?

(a) 0'81

(b) 0.56

The top of a hill when observed from the top
and bottom of a building of height h is at
angles of elevation p and q respectively. What
is the height of the hill ?

hootq
mtq-otp

hcotp
cotp-cotq

2h tan p
tanp-tanq

2h tan q
tanq-tanp

(a)

(c)

(d)

G)

l")

I

48. If sin ,r' - tr1-' , then what is thevatue-of

sin 81" ?

- -
./s+Js +/s-Js

f'-'--": 

-

./s+Js +Js+Js

(c)

(d)

ADN.S.SND

- -
./a+Js -/s-Jr

(14-A)

49. A moving boat is observed from the top of a
cliff of 150 m height. The angle of depression
of the boat changes from 60o to 45 in
2 minutes. What is the speed of the boat in
metres per hour ?

4500(a) -----J3

4500 J'
a500(JB + 1)

50. What is

(c)

(d)
J5

I - tan 2" at 62"

(a) J5,
-J5
Jz -t
r- J'

2x+ 4y - 11= 0

2x-4y-5=0
2x-4y-11=0
x-y+1=0'

tan 152o - cot 88o
equal to ?

{ur
(c)

(d)

61. An equilateral triangle has one vertex at (0, 0)

and another at (3, "F ). What are the

coordinates ofthe third vertex ?

(a) (0, 2 JB ) only .

(b) (3, -Jt ) only

@,2J8 ) or (3, -J5'l
Neither (0, 2 Jd ) nor (3, -J5 I

What is the equation of the i'ight bisector of
the line segment joining (1, 1) and (2, g) ?

(d)

52,

&a
(b)

(c)

(d)



53. What is the radius of the circle passing
through the point (2, 4) and having centre at
the intersection of the lines x - y = 4 and
2x+3y+7=0?
(a) 3 units

ft) 5 units r
(c) 3 JB units

,,/Cu> 5,E units

54. What is the equation of the hyperbola h

latus rectum and eccentricity 8 and

respectively ?

aving
3
t=.{0

*2y21
-__=I25 20

*2y2r
--_=l40 20

*2 y2

---=L,40 30

*2 y2

-__=I30 25

55. If the point (a, a) lies between the lines

I * + y I = 2, then which one of the following
is correct ?

J^,

6",
ft)

,/,",
(d)

(b)

(c)

(d)

la l<2 ,

l"l.Jz
1.1.1

1lal<-p
,12

56. What is the equation of the straight line
which passes through the point of intersection
of the straight lines x + 2y = g and
tsx + 7y = tl and is perpendicular to the
straight line 3x + 4y - L0 ?

(a) 4x+ 3y +2=O
(b) 4x-y+2=0 )

(c) 4x-By-2=0
1,ld) 4x-By+2=0

ADN-S-SND (16-A)

57. If (a, b) is at unit distance from the
8x + 6y + 1 = 0, then which of the following
conditions are correct ?

1. 3a-4b-4=0
2. 8a+6b+11=0
3. 8a+6b-9=0
Select the correct answer using the cod.e given
below:

(a) land2only
y'Ol 2andsonly

(c) landSohly
(d) 1, 2 and 3

58. If the ellipse gx2 + 76y2 = 744

line 3x + 4y = 12, then what is

D

intercepts the
the length of

the cherd so formed ?

r./(a) 5 units ,
(b) 6 units
(c) 8 units
(d) 10 units

59. A straight line cuts off an intercept of 2 units
on the positive direction of x-axis and passes

through the point (- 3, 5). What is the foot of
the perpendicular drawn from the point (8, B)

on this line ?

(a) (1,3)

o) (2,0)

(c) (0,2)

.,/ro (1, 1)

60. What is the
hyperbola ?
/:/@) Jz '

eccentricity of rectalgular

JB

l=vc

JB

(b)

(c)

(d)



Consider the following for the next two (02)
item.s that follow :

Let Q be the image of the point P(- 2, 7, - 5) in the
planeBx-2y+22+l=O.

61" Consider the following :

1.

2.
oo,

The coordinates ofQ are (4, - 3, - 1).

PQ is of length more than 8 units.
The point (1, - 1, - 3) is the mid-point of
the line segment PQ and lies on the
given plane.

Which of the above statements are correct ? ,

(a) 1and2only
(b) 2andSonly

tc) landSonlv,-V(d) 1, 2 and 3

r)

62. Consider the following:
1. The direction ratios of the line segment

PQ are < 3, - 2,2 >.

2. The sum of the squares of direction
cosines of the iine segment PQ is unity.

Which of the above statements is/are correct ?

(a) 1 only

ft) 2 oriy

V@ Both l and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consid.er the fotrlowing for the nert two (02)
items that follow :

A line L passes through the point P(5, - 6, T) and
is parallel to the plarres x*1r*z=1 and
2*-y-22=3.

63. What are the direction ratios of the line of
intersection of the given planes ?

(a) < 1,4,3 >

ft) <-7,-4,3'>
J"Y <1,-4,37

(d) <1)-4,-3>

ADN.S-SND (18-A)

M. What is the equation of the line L ?

*-5=y+6_z-7
-1 4 -3

z+7
- -3

-1 -4 3

,r\ x-5 y-r6 z-7rdl :_=_

-1 -4 _3

Consid.er the following for the nert two (02)
items that follow:

t/t"Y
x+5 v-6(b)

x-5 v+6 z-7
,^l

-1 A

_>
Let a

where
-)toa

9i +4k
+a and

-)
c

AA

(d) (i + j)
3

i + j, b =

is parallel to

andb =,c +d,
-)d is perpendicular

oo.
-+

What is c equal to ?

3 (i,+ j)
2

2(i+j)
3

(i+j)
2

{r^t

(b)

(c)

-+nAA66. If d=xi +yj +zk, thenwhichof the
following equations is/are correct ?

1. !-x=4
2. 2z-B =0
Select the correct answer using the code given
below:
(a) 1 only

G) 2 oniy
(c) Both 1 and 2

\/1il Neither l nor 2



L€t
-)
a
*+

le

Consid,er the fallowing for the nert two (02)
item.s that follnw :

-+ -+ -+
a , b and c be three vectors such that

+ b + c = 0,andla l=10, lb l=6and
| -- t4.

-+ ->67. Whatis a .b + b
(a) - 332

v'& - 166(o or
(d) 166

-+ -) -). c + c .a equalto?

68. What is the angle between
-+
a and

-+b?

@;

(a) p

Vrul pz

(c) 2p2 ,

(d) p2

2

,19
(d)

In a right-angled triangle ABC, if the
h5rpotenuse AE! = p, then what is++ -)+ ++
AB.AC + BC.BA + CA.CB equalto?

70.
-+AAA

A force F = 5 i + 2j - 4k is applied at the

point (1, - 1, 2). What is the moment of.the
force about the point (2, - 1,3) ?

AAA(a) i +4j +4k
AAA(b) 2i + j +2k
A A

2i -7 j -2k
 AA

2i +4j -k
77" What is the domain of the function

?

1- *, 0)
(0, -;
0<x<1
x>1

ADN-S-SND (20-A)

72. Consider the follo g in respect
(2+x, x>o

function flx) = 1

|.2-*, x<0

1. lim, f(x) does not exist, .\
x--+1

2. flx) is differentiable at x = 0,

3. f(x) is continuous at x = 0.

R
(d)

Which of the above statements iJare cor4ect ?

(a) l only

3 only

2 and 3 only

l and 3 only

73. I,et f : A -+ ! where e = n\{O} is such that

flx) = 
x + lx | . on which one of the foliowing

x
yets is flx) continuous ?

lr) A
(b) B={xe B:x20}.
(c) C={xe B:x<0}
(d) D=B

74. Which one of the following statements

is coruect in respect of the function

f(x) = xB sirr x ?

/ru

(a) It has local maximum at x = 0.

V@ It has local minimum at x = 0.

(c) It has neither uarimum no.
atx=0,

(d) It has maximum value 1.

b
IIIIII1EIUD1 r

76. What is the area bounded by the cuwes

lYl=1:x2?
(a) 4/3 square units

v$>--8/3 square units.{/'
4 square units

16/3 square units

(c)

(d)

A,



Consi.der the foilaruing furu:ction fot' the
two (02) items thrzt follout :

lg*2*lzx--i-, -1<xs2f{x) = j
[37*x, 2<x<3

76. Which of the following statements
eorrect ?
1. (x) is increasing in the interval [- 1, 2].

2. t{x) is decreasing in the inlsrvsi (2, 3}'

Select the correrct answer using the code given
below :

(a) l only
(h) 2 only

lo) tsoth l and 2

(d) Neither l nor 2

77. Which of the follo'rring statements are

eorrect ?

'1. f(x) is continuous atx=2.
2. flx) attains greatest value at x = 2.

3" flx) is differentiable at x = 2'

Se1ect the eorrect answer using the code given
below:

lr/@) land2only
(b) 2andSonly
(c) 1and3only
(d) 1,2 and 3

Consid.er the following for the
items thot follout :

Let (x)={lxl - lx-11}2.

78.. What is f'(x) equal to when x > 1 ?

y'") o

(b) 2x-1,
(c) 4x-2
(d) 8x-4

79. What is f'(x) equal to when 0 < x < 1 ?

(a) 0

ft) 2x- I
(c) 4x- 2

nex-t

is,/are

next three (03)

r/tai Bx-4

ADN-S-SND (22- A)

80. \Which of the following equations i#are
eorrect ?

1. fl-2) = fl5)

2. f-t-Z) + f"(0'5) + f"($) = 4

Select the eorrect answer using the code given

below:

{t* 1 only

ft) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither L nor 2

Cansidcr the follouing for the
itents tha.t follow :
:Let (x) - [x], where [ . ]
function a:rd dx) = sin x

i

nert three (03)

is the greatest integer
be two real valued

functions over B.

81. ll'hich of the following statements is correct ?

(a) Both flx) md g(x) are contingous at

(b)
x=0.
flx) is continuous at x = 0, but g(x) is "ort)continuous at x = 0. \y
g(x) is eontinuous at x = 0, but'f(x) is not,,/t">
continuousatx=0.

(d) Both f(x) and g(x) are discontinuous at
x=0.

82. Which one of the following statements is
correct ?

(a) lim (fog) (x) exists.x;0 n_
(b) lim^ (sof) (x) exists. (> )
(c) Iim (fog) (x) = lim (gof) (x.r)i

/ 
x-+0- x->0-:

V fal lim (fog) (x) = Iim (gof) (x)
x+0= ;x-+0.

8S. Which of the foliowing statements are
correct ?

1. (fof) (x) = f(x).
2. (gog) (x) = 8(x) only when x = 0'
3. (go(fog)) (x) can take only three values.
Select the correct answer using the code given
below :

(a) land2only
(b) 2andSonly
(c) landSoniy

\y'd) L,2 and 3



Considnr the following for the nert two (02)

item.s that follow:
[^* - r
l" ' w>O

Letflx)={ x ' "'v bearealvaluedfunction.
I

I o, x=o

84. Which one of the following statements is
correct ?

(a) flx) is a strictly decreasing function in
(0, x).

VO I(x) is a strictly increasing function in
(0, x).

(c) f(x) is neither increasing nor decreasing
in (0, x).

(d) flx) is not decreasing in (0, x).

Which of the following statements idare
correct ?

1. flx) is right continuous at x = 0.

2. (x) is discontinuous at x = 1.

Select the correct answer using the code given

below:
(a) l only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2

a/tal Neither I nor 2

Considnr the following for the nert two (O2)

items that follow:
Consider the parabola y=x2+7x+2 and the
straightline y=3x-3.
86. What are the coordinates of the point on the

parabola which is closest to the straight line ?

86.

(a)

G)

J,",

(d)

ADN-S-SND

(a) (0,2)

Vtu (-2, -8)(c) G7,2)
(d) (1,10)

87. What is the shortest distance from the above
point on the parabola to the line ?

fi
2

f,o
b
1

fio
t=

vb
4

(24 - A)

Consid.er the following for the next
items that follow :

| -2, -3<x<o
Let flx)= i and

|.*-2, 0<x<3

dx)=Alxl)+ lflx)l .

Which of the following statements"iVare

correct ?

1. g(x) is differentiable at x = 0.

2. g(x) iS differentiable at x = 2.

Select the correct answer using the code given

below:
(a) l only

G) 2 onlY

(c) Both 1 and 2

/O Neither l nor 2

89. What is the value of the differential coefficient

of g(x) al x= -2?
(a) -1

vG)
k)
(d)

0

1

2

90. Which of the following

correct ?

. 1. g(x) is continuous at x = 0.

,1. g(x) is continuous atx = 2.

3, g(x) is continuous at x = - 1.

Seiect the correct answer using the code given

below :

(a) land2only
(b) 2andSonly

(c) landSonly

r/tal 1,2 and 3

three

88.



(9*t(x) be a tunction such that 
,

-(l * *3 f'(*) = o. what is 
J

equal to ? 
-'

(a) 2 (r)
w$t o $

(c) 2 fl-l)
(d) 4 fl1)

(a)

(b)

t/",
(d)

9.9. What are the?egree and order respectively of
the differential equation satisfying

.r[P*ofi7= cex, (where c ) o, lxl .1,

sz. what is [ *n - t dx eoual to ?

J 
"2Jra 

+*2 *1

lvl < 1)?

tf <^l 1,1

G) 1,2

(c) 2, L

(d) 2,2

96. If xdy=ydx +y2dy, y>0andy(1)= 1,then

what is l-3) equal to ?

(a) 3 onlY

G) -lonly f
r/r.) Both -1an^d B t*/

(d) Neither -lnor 3 '

96. What is the order of the fiffererrtial equation

(a) 1

Vo) 2

(c) 3

(d) Cannot be detemined

Which one of the following different'ial
equations represents the family, of straight
lines which are at unit distance from the

origin? -

[.,-'t)'= 1-fq)'
i" dx) \.dx/

[.,**9[)'= r*l,Q']'
\- dx) (dx,/

(r-"*)',r.(*)

[r."*)'=r-(*)'

(x) dx

#-l'*=x' ?

g

r

94. what is the cune which passes through the16. whatis 
f".t"**:,a*dx 

equatto?
point (1, 1) and whose slope is 2t 

t - Ix \ L-t t- . ^^^-t -sinl ^\

(d) Hlperbola -t( I ttt' 
tx - ra{r x'' e + c

(Nr
-h- +-ADN.S-SND \ . +-

-N (26-+\
I

.r
-N



99. If

val

(a)

Jo,
(c)

(d)

= k cot-1 2, then what is the

lLt/.' A special dice with numbers L, -L, 2, -2, O

-/ and 3 is thrown thrice. What is the probability
that the sum of the numbers occurring on the

equal to ?

there is at least one rainy day within a period
of 7 days ?

upperfaceis zeto?

/o 25l2ro
Y

tOZ. Aterc is 25Vo chance that it rains 
'dd 

any

-/ parbicular day. What is the probability that

(a)

(b)

1- r1)'t4i

11)'
14)

(:)'

,- (;)'

ADN-S-SNO (28-A)

103. A salesman }l^as a 7O/o chance to sel1 a product

to any customer. The behaviour of successive

customers is independent. If two customers

A and B enter, what is the probability that tJre

salesman will sell the product to customer

AorB ?

(a) 0'98

trtat o.el

(c) 0'70

(d) o.4e

104. A student appears for tests I, II and III. The

student is considered successful if he passes in

tests I, II or I, III or all the three. The

probabilities of the student passing in tests I,
II and III are m, n and 1/2 respectively. If.the

probability of the student to be successful is

Llz, then which one of the following is

correct ?

Vf"l m(1+n)=1
(b) n(1+ m) = 1

(c) m= 1

(d) rnn = f

106. Ttrree candidates solve a qubdtion. Odds in
favour ofthe correct answer are 5 : 2, 4 : 3 and

3 : 4 respectively for the three candidates.

What is the probability that at least two of

solve the question correctly ?

zoeh4s

134h43

L4sh43

601s43

them

t/<"t
G)

(c)

(d)



Consider the following statements :

1. The mean ald median are equal in
symmetric distribution.

2. The range is the difference between the
maximum value and the minimum value
in the data.

3. The sum of the areas of the rectangles in
the histogram is equal to the total area
bounded by the frequency polygon and
the horizontal axis.

Which of the above statements are corect ?

,r,/f") land2only
(b) 2and3only
(c) landSonlY
(d) 1,2 and.3

107. Ttre scores of 15 students in an examination
were recorded as 10, 5, 8, 16, 18,20,8, 10, 16,

20, 18, 11, 16, 14 anrl 12. Alter calcrrlating the
mean, median and mode, an error is found.
One of the values is wrongiy written as 16
instead of 18. Which of the following measures
of central tendency will change ?

(a) Mean and median

ft) Median and mode

de only

an and mode 
'

108. For 10 obsenrations on price (x) and

supply (y), the following data was obtained :

) * = 130, > y = 22O,2 *2 = 2288, >y2 = 5506

and ) rY=3467.

What is the line of regression ofy onx ?

(a) Y=0'91x+8'74

ft) Y=1'02x+8'7!
(c) X=1'02x-7'02
(d) y=0'91x'7'02

ADN-S.SND (30-A)

1O9. In a study of two groups, the following results
were obtained:

Which of the following statements is correct ?

(a) Group A is less variable than Group B

" because Group A's standard deviati,on ip

smaller.

(b) Group A is less variable than Group B

because Group A's sample size is
smaller.

Group A is less variable than Group B

because Group A's sample mea4 is

smaller.

Group A is less variable than Group B

because Group A's coefficient of

variation is smaller.

(d)

be mutually

A

110. Consider the following statements in respect
of class intervals of grouped frequency
distribution:

1. Class intenals need not
exclusive.

2. Class intervals should be exhaustive.

3. Class intervals need not be of equal
vridth.

Which of the above statements are correct ?

t /t^> l and 2 only

(b) 2andSonly

(c) landSonly
(d) 1,2 and 3



/ lllir1 A me effective to
,/ cure is given to

5 pati that at least
one patient is cured by this medicine ?

J"t 1023

1024

'y#
[;r)For two events, A and B, it is given that
\ _/ o\-' p(A) = 9, pG) = a and e(AIB) = f,. rr I

and B are the complementary events of A and

B, then what is P( A I B ) equal to ?

J,",

P'

3

i
3

4

1

5
4

7

ft)

118.

(c)

(d)

A machine has three parts, Ao B and C, whose

chalces of being defective are O.02, 0'10 and

0'O5 respectively. The machine stops working
if any one of the parts becomes defective.

What is the.probability that the machine wiII
zot stop working ?

(a) 0.06

ft) 0'16

J,, o's4

(d) 0.94

ADN.S-SND (32-A)

114. Three independent events, A, A,

occur u'ith probabilities P(A,)

and A,

i = L,2,3. What is the probability that at least

one of the three events ocrurs ?

1

4

2

3

3

4

1

24

1=-l+i'

(a)

(b)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(d)

J*,

116. Two variates, x and y, are uncorrelated and
have standard deviations o* and %
respectively. What is the correlation
coefficientbetween x+y and x-y?

oxGy

"! * "2,
ox +oy
2o*o,

"?-"?
"f; 

+ 
"2,

oy -o"
cxcy

/,

116. A random garnple of 20 people is classified in
the following table according to their ages :

Age Frequ,ency

75 -25 2

25 -35 4

35-45 6

45-55 5

55-65 3

What is the mean age of this group of people ?



117. If the covariance between x and y is 30,

variance of x is 26 and variance of y is 144,

tl:enwhat ie the correlation coefficient ?

(a) 0'4

&) 0'6

(c) 0'6

(il) 0.7

118. A coin is tossed three times. Consider the

following events :

A: Noheadappears

B : Exactlyoneheadappears

C : At least two heads appcar

Which one of the following is corzect ?

(a) (AuB)n(AUC)=BUC

(b) (A n B) u (A n C',)=B',t) C',

(c) An(B'UC)=AUBUC

/r

(y An(B'Uc')=B'nc'

ADN-S-SND ( 34-A)

119. In a series of 3 one-day cricket matches

between teams A and B of a college, the

probability of team A winning or flrawing are

/S aoa /6 respectively. If a win, loss or draw

gives 2, 0 and 1 point respectively, thdn what

is the probability ttrat tearn A will. score

5 poiats in the series ?

77

18

11

t2

1

a
1

I8

120. I,et the random variable X follow 8(6, p). If
16 P(X = 4) = P(X = 2), then what is the valuo

(a)

(b)

t)(c)

1

5

1

4

1

b

I
6

I

(d)


